Calling Humanity Corporation
1279 E. Ridge Drive
Tahlequah, OK 74464
an Oklahoma non-profit corporation
dba The Cloisters Group

February 10, 2012
Dear One,
Our purpose for sending this letter is to inform everyone interested in the work of Brazilian
spiritual philosopher, José Trigueirinho Netto, about our activities. We are now one and a half years old
and are an IRS 501c3 tax-exempt organization whose non-profit activities do not officially represent
Figueira. Our mission is to assure that Trigueirinho’s work, particularly his core teachings, be made
available to the hearts and minds of North Americans.
Our intentions are to bring a new understanding of, and appreciation for, the inner nature of his
work. The objective is to facilitate humans moving from a knowledge (head) emphasis to an emphasis on
deep experiential understanding (heart), which constitutes consecration. One tool for the consecration of
one’s life is spending time in silent retreat, away from hectic everyday life. A second tool: adding a
dimension of selfless service to one’s everyday life, can be accomplished in many ways.
We plan to combine these two consecrating tools into one project: building a facility to provide
individuals with a safe and sacred place to withdraw from the world; and then the consequent physical
activity of maintaining and operating The Cloisters at Sparrow Hawk Mountain becomes our
community’s service to our fellow travelers. We perceive this two-fold service to have great potential for
the integration of an individual’s experiential understanding and for the outpouring of heart-felt spiritual
expansion.
Our intention is that not only will the participants and supporting community benefit, but, as
Trigueirinho teaches, all of humanity will benefit from the consecrated inner work of individuals, as well
as from the selflessness of those needed to support that inner work.
If you find a resonance with this concept of making Trigueirinho’s work available, we invite you
to ponder the enclosed brochure, let your heart contemplate, and respond via the enclosed IN-Formation
form if you find yourself to be at-one with The Cloisters Group mind.
Bless you, and may the highest good for humanity be manifest,
The Board of Calling Humanity Corp.
David, Brenda, Linda, and Mensarah
Encl: 2

